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The Ten Most Outrageous Kit Cars You Can Get ... -
Jalopnik
https://jalopnik.com/the-ten-most-outrageous-kit-cars-you-can-get...
Kit cars often offer great compromise when searching for an authentically historic driving
experience, but with the possibility of more power and reliability in a classic, without
diminishing resale value. But sometimes, kit manufacturers take it too far.

K-1 Attack - Official Site
www.k1-attack.com
K-1 Attack is a 100% custom made Open Roadster. It was designed with a goal to create
a car with original â€“ rapid design and perfect drive ability which will bring unique factor
of entertaiment for its crew.

Kit Versions · K-1 World · Order a Kit · Gallery
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Top 10 Kit Cars | AxleAddict
axleaddict.com › Cars
Oct 08, 2010 · Top 10 Kit Cars. Updated on September 27, 2016. WHoArtNow. more.
Contact Author . Looking for something a bit more unique? Or maybe you love to tinker
and have the desire and time to build something? If you have already been bitten by the
kit car bug, or you're thinking of taking the plunge, don't do anything else until you've
looked at all of the cars â€¦

Kit Car List - Official Site
www.kitcarlist.com
Discontinued Kits Kit Car List ... 281-8821 www.b-rodorcustom.com 30â€™s era TomCat
Mark II Roadster original design Component or Turn-key Backdraft Racing 1300 West
Industrial Ave. #103 Boynton Beach, FL 33426 (561) 752-3693
www.BackdraftRacing.com Manufactures Cobra 427 and GT40 replicas, ...

Danish Do-It-Yourself | Yanko Design
www.yankodesign.com/2008/06/16/danish-do-it-yourself
For those of you not aware, kit cars are cars that you purchase and assemble yourself,
and are usually based on discontinued cars of the past. Unlike the original cars they are
inspired by, kit cars take the frame and mechanics from whatever current automobiles
have close-enough specifications. So ...

UFP:Zorba G40 Body Kit Online Brochure - Used Fiero â€¦
www.usedfieroparts.com/bodyk/zorbag40
This vehicle was inspired from about 5 different cars on the market including Toyota
Celica, Pontiac, Formula Race Cars, and Small Jet Aircraft. This is a beautiful blend that
any Custom car owner would be proud to drive. It's not a replica, it is an original design.
The Zorba topless model placed in the Knotts Berry Farm Hand Crafted ...

Discontinued Kit Cars
www.kitcarlist.com/discontinued.html
These kit cars are no longer available today. The companies are out of business, and
production has been discontinued. No further information is known about these
companies or about these kit cars, although they may still be available as used cars.

Design - Factory Five Racing
https://www.factoryfive.com/33-hot-rod/design
Once we accepted that we could not make an original style frame strong enough to meet
the demands of a performance sports car, we made the decision to design an all-new,
completely modern, extremely rigid, and yet aesthetically â€¦

Kit car - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kit_car
DF Kit Car â€“ Manufacturer of the DF Goblin kit car Factory Five Racing â€“
Manufacturer of Cobra replicas as well as the GTM Supercar, and 818 of their own design
Race-car-replicas â€“ Manufacturers of GT40 (MKI and MKII), Lola T70, Jaguar D-Type
and XJ-13, P4, 917 and 962 and others.

Related terms · History · Kit car manufacturers

'33 Hot Rod - Factory Five Racing
https://www.factoryfive.com/33-hot-rod
Once we accepted that we could not make an original style frame strong enough to meet
the demands of a performance sports car, we made the decision to design an all-new,
completely modern, extremely rigid, and yet aesthetically â€¦

Type 65 Coupe - Factory Five Racing
https://www.factoryfive.com/type-65-coupe
The Factory Five Racing Type 65 Coupe frame is the heart of the kit. It is computer
designed to be extremely strong yet maintain the beauty and elegance of early 1960s
race car frame designs. The frame is shipped as part of an assembled chassis kit, ready
to accept bolt-on components.

RW Speedster Kit Carâ”‚Rock West Racing
https://www.rockwestracing.com/store/component-car-kits/rw-speedster
The RW Speedster component car by Rock West Racing. Own, build, and drive this
classic inspired by the original 356 Speedster. Order today!
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